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Abstract: Suppose f:X -+ f(X) = Y is a continuous furaction from one compieteiy regular 
Hausdorff spar t onto another. There is associated with each possible compactification g of the 
domain space X a compactification of the mapping f in a unique way; the mapping compactifi- 
cation is called the compactifkation determined by %. e major result of this paper is that if 
2 is metrizabie, then th<: domain of the mapping compactification determined bF it is also 
metrizable if and only if the range Y is. It is also proved that if X1 and X2 are two compactifica- 
tions of X such that X2 b X1, where 2 is the usual partial order on the collection of all compacti- 
fications of X, then tke compactifications off determined by Xr and X2 are related the same way 
with respect o the usual partial order OR the collection of aii compactika ins of fi 
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If f:X -+ f(X) = Y 4s a ma ping icon tinums functisn) from 
pletely regular hkausd orff spa 17~ onto another, a cmzpact$a’c~~i0~i off is 
a pair (X*,j*) in which X* is a 2iusdorff space conta.inir?g X as a dense 
pactification of the 
A compactificati,on off is easily obta.ined by restricting the extension 
:ver, usually of more interest to find 
‘* has ;is many as ossible of the proper- 
That X* ii: completely regular whenever X 
at it i:s a subspacc, of a compact Maus- 
burn [4] introduced the notion of a 
‘ication when he showed that every mapping from. one 
locally compact separable met& space onto another is a restriction of a 
compact mapping with metric domain. As we shall prove in this note, the 
compactification constructed by Whyburn in [ 41 is the compactification 
determined by the one point, or Alewandroff, compactification of the 
d ain. Since the one point compactification of a locally compact space 
‘7 is metrizable if and only if 2 is separable and metric, Whyburn’s results A.4 
suggest hat perhaps the domain of a mapping compactification (X*,p) 
is m&izable if it is determined by a metric eompactification x c-f X. That 
eed the case is the major resulrt of this paper. 
bout this paper, f: X + Y is a continuous function, or mapping, 
and X and Y are completely regular Hausdorff spaces. Recall that a rela- 
III 2 is defined on the collection of alli compactifications of fin a man- 
ner similar to the way in which -ihe usual partial order on the collection 
fall compactifications of a space is defined. Specifically, (X2,&) 2 
1 ,f, ) if there is a mapping h af X2 onto X, which leave:; the points ol. 
* fixed and is such that fa =&-/I (cf. [ 111). 
compactifications of X such t h2 t 
the mapping compactifications deter- 
ehavef-lfN)ng(lJ)=f-l(N)n U= 
t that h#) E 
hl c/;-l IfiCX)l 
Clearly h(x) cannot contain more than on 
is a homeomorphism. The argument o show thal h-1 ( 
w E X, is similar to the al-gum 
g’l (tl, (w)) and suppose that 
a neighborhood Wp of p a 
_I”’ (A$,) and Wp do not meet 
orhood W of A and a neighborhood iV offi (w) SO that f-1 (IV) CI W = $9. 
The mapping g, having a compact domain, is eked, so there is a neigh- 
borhood ‘U of h, (w) such that g-1 (U) c W. Thusf-1 (IV) n g-1 (U) = 
f’l (N) n U = 0. Thk is, however, a contradiction of the fact that 
h, (IY) E Cl (fi (w)). Hence we have A n C cfi (IV)) + 0. 
Since 122u;1cfi(w))) = ?2Cr, (IV)), we cai choose x E f;“U; (w)) so 
that h,(x) &I =g” (h, (w)). Now consider h(x:b. irst, note that 
fl (h(x)) = f2 (x) = fi (M+, SO that h(x) E f-l(w). Kk~t, note that &,(h(x)) = 
g/z2 (x) = lz 1 (w). Thus /l(x) p w since h,lfi’ (w) is a hot ~eomorphkm. 
We now have a Function h:X, + ll(X,) = X, o:f X2 ento Xl and such 
that & = fl. 11. It is clear that h leaves the points of X fixed, so if remains 
only to show that h is continuous. Lst Pii’ be the neighborhood filter of 
XEXZ. Iflz( does not converge to h(x), there is an open neigbl 
at every membe Is(N) meets th,e complement 
= {G n (X,\W)IGE h( i:, a filter on X,, and fi ( 
to fi (x) since f2 = fi 8 h. Hence has an accumulation point 
PE S;'(f;(X))n (Xl \W), [I;,(2.1)J.BU~th~( ) converges to ~$2, (x), 
gh, (x) = h, (p). It follows that p adicting the fact t 
a neighborhood of la(_~). Thus h( to l?(x) an+ h is co 
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The main Glgredient of the proof of our theorem concerning the metiz- 
ng compactifications i 
e Z is metriza 
en coverings of 2 such that for any z E Z and rtei 
is an integer n and a neighblorhood V of z 
St( V, CI) denot he stas of V 
~EaW-W+ [3, Theorem 9.5, p. 1%). 
2. Suppose _8? is a metrizable compactifkation of Jr and (X*,fp) 
tification off determined by .%“!. Then X4’ is m&rizable if 
is metrizable. 
1s metrizable, the mekizability of Y follows at once from a 
ell-known theorem of anai’s [ 3;, Theorem 5.2, p. 235 1. 
is metrizable. Let {b’,) be a sl:quence of covers of Y havini: 
e property guaranteed by Stone’s result cited above, aud also let {X,,) 
e such a sequence of covers of X. The compactification (X*,fsI:) Is deter- 
mined by x so there is a mapping tz: X* -+ h (X*) c x such that h 1 X is 
ht;: identity and for each y f Y, .tt IF-1 Q) js a homeomorphism onto 
et (A?, R> be a compactificaticn of jr. Thus A? is a completely regu- 
ausdorff space contarning X* as a dense subset, and & is a closed 
ntinuous extension of 1~ with compact point inverses. 
CN- each pair of positive integers IPZ and 
ci,, z.: Q f*-" ( )n i+(V)IWE 
P, define the following open 
and R 
for s E y, aind 2‘ E x,. Then 
from which follow S C M and :r C’ us 
)c (U%Jfi)n(Vufi)=k 
But p-1 (S) c: X*, sof*-* (S) n i-1 (T) c N, which completes the proof. 
To see that having both X and Y metric is not sufficient to insure the 
a metric compactification off, let X be an uncountable dis- 
crete space, Y a one point space, and f:X -+ j’(X) = Y the constant map of 
X onto Y. For any compactification (X*,p) off, X* is compact, so if it 
were metric, it would be separable. This would imply th;at X is separable, 
an obvious contradiction. 
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